IT Operations
Stop Implementing Controls as a Reaction to the Latest Security Threat
TraceCSO recommends controls, identifies gaps, tracks your remediation efforts
With a single, unified platform, all of your IT activities automatically integrate with risk management and security,
governance, audit and compliance operations – allowing you to 1) gain unprecedented visibility into the risk management
and compliance efforts across your organization and 2) create a comprehensive, risk-based strategy and IT GRC program
within your organization. TraceCSO is easy-to-use, automates vulnerability management and includes functionality for
risk, policy, process, training, vendor, audit and compliance management. With TraceCSO, you can be sure your vulnerability
management functions are always aligned with your organization’s security and risk policies.
Vulnerability management plays an integral role in the TraceCSO platform. Not only does the included scanner facilitate
the management of your organization’s internal and external vulnerabilities, it also powers many of the functional areas of
the software. If you have an existing scanner, you can integrate results into TraceCSO and leverage the power of its
seamless workflow, ticketing, alerting, reporting and governance capabilities.

Features and Benefits
•

Network Scanning: Identifies vulnerabilities, and configuration scanning automates the documentation of your 		
organization’s technical compliance controls.

•

Integrated Ticketing: Allows you to centrally manage the distribution and tracking of IT policies and training.

•

Built-in Wizards: Walk you through setup, allows you to search active scans and build a network repository of assets.

•

Scans Types: Vulnerability, configuration and a combination of the two scans are available within TraceCSO.

•

Authenticated Scanning: Automatically detect control implementation, such as password policy 				
and screensaver settings, and intelligently tracks results within the risk assessment and compliance reviews.

•

Configuration Scans: Gather data for compliance and reporting and allow you to quickly identify when a 			
system is out of compliance. Powered by a global database of regulations and citations, results are automatically
parsed and associated back to the organization’s compliance data and controls.
Scan Scheduling: Scans can be performed on a single IP or any number of machines and doesn’t need to run on a
regular schedule. Instant scans are useful when implementing updates or new assets. They can be used to ensure
new vulnerabilities are not introduced to the environment and confirm that systems remain in compliance.
Result Integration: Integrate scan results into other functional areas of the system – such as audit, to assist in the 		
automatic attestation to the implementation of controls; compliance, to update regulatory compliance status; and 		
risk, to update scoring based on the completion of scans.
Dashboards and Reports: Provided for every functional area of the software and integrated for holistic viewing.
For example, within vulnerability management you can drill down and filter to see vulnerabilities over time, by 		
department or node group.

•
•
•

For an affordable annual subscription and no capital investment, you can have the same caliber of intelligence and
comprehensive functionality that large enterprises pay handsomely for. The annual subscription also gives you access to
a deep portfolio of information security services from TraceSecurity’s expert risk and security analysts. TraceSecurity will
have your IT program up and running in a matter of weeks. Setup is easy and deployment is fast.

See TraceCSO in action!

For a free demonstration, go to
www.tracesecurity.com or call 877-275-3009.
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